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LUMP REMOVAL POST OP INFORMATION  

 

ANAESTHETIC 

 A small patch of hair may have been clipped from a forelimb to enable 

administration of the anaesthetic. It will normally grow back in 6-8 wks 

 Your pet will have had a tube passed down his/her windpipe whilst asleep to 

enable him/her to breathe gaseous anaesthetic. Some pets may cough for a little 

while following its removal. 

CARE AT HOME 

 He/she should be kept warm and quiet with gentle reassurance, do not let other 

pets and children excite him/her. 

 He/she may be drowsy into the evening and possibly the next day.  

 Do not let him/her tackle the stairs or jump up at, or onto anything. Short walks on 

a lead are sufficient until his/her stitches are removed. 

THE SURGICAL WOUND 

 The wound itself should require no attention other than regular visual checks. 

 Report any swelling, persistent discharge or bleeding, or loss of stitches to the 

surgery. 

 Do not let him/her lick or chew at the stitches as this can delay healing and cause 

wound breakdown. We can supply you with an Elizabethan collar if he/she does 

chew at them, contact the surgery for advice. 

 Book a check up with the vet in _______ days time. 

 Book an appointment in 10days time, with the nurse, for his/her stitches to be 

removed. 

FEEDING 

 He/she may be reluctant to eat- do not be alarmed by this as he/she will gradually 

regain his/her appetite. 

 It is important that he/she drinks at some time after he/she comes home following 

surgery. 

 He/she may be slightly constipated for 24hrs. 

MEDICATION 

 If there are antibiotics and painkillers then give as directed. Finish the courses. 

HISTOPATHOLOGY RESULTS 

 If you have requested testing the results should be back within 7 to 10 days.                                                                                  

 
CONTACT THE SURGERY IF YOU HAVE ANY CONCERNS 


